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DOT
Proﬁle

Where
businesses
ﬁnd a soul.

“

Perfection is
achieved, not when
there is nothing
more to add, but
when there is
nothing left to take
away.”
-ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY
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I ntroduc tion

DOT Our company is a perfect supporting surface for your all online solutions. We help you design a
digital yet acceptable pathway for your clients to enter in your company for a never heading back.
With the help of talented and experienced programmers and software designers we make sure to
reaching a goal. Our client in every way possible. We are at your service 24/7 and we make sure that
our web designing services will greatly improve our client's presence on the internet that will result in
more client engagements. We work every day on improvements to give our clients the best results.
We focus on doing one thing very well in website development, android and iOS application development and custom softwares together with paying someone else to do something. We tend to give our
client happiness from meeting a need or reaching a goal and relief. Our team works every day on the
latest technologies to insure better results for our clients. We combine latest technology with our
client's business sharpness/excellent ability to provide them with quality services and solutions. If you
take the word "success" seriously for your business then we can help you get that cradle by all means
possible.
We understand the things that are the most important and we are prepared to deliver and respect
them all the time, be it your simple to speciﬁc or small and unimportant to particular problems, we are
ready to get them covered. Our hearts and minds work in direct working together/team effort to
present an amazing result for the client and their business. Our success lies in the happiness from
meeting a need or reaching a goal of the customer and for this fact our team works in a way that
produces a lot with very little waste and whole heartedly to deliver the desired and dreamy results.
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01. Strategy And Design
Business depends upon a good (success plan(s)/way(s) of reaching goals). We
understand business that why we plan one of a kind (success plan(s)/way(s) of
reaching goals) for our client, it is only because that these (success plans/ways of
reaching goals) will help you succeed and tor each the ﬁnal goal/most important
goal you have always hoped for. We conduct (related to a plan to reach a goal)
workshops with our clients to understand their company social rules and their
exclusive business prepositions. In this manner we not only develop a better
understanding with the client and their product but also it gives us, as a team,
a chance to grow and learn, because all this process is a Learning Process at the
end of the day.
We learn from our customers and return them the same value of their time and
money. Our (success plans/ways of reaching goals), Designs, and (solid basic
structure on which bigger things can be built) have always proven itself to be the
best, user friendly and reliable. And that is the only reason that our work can be
challenged and tested on any level and same goes for our (success plans/ways of
reaching goals) with ability to last and the perfect (making two or more things look
the same or happen at the same time).

01. Research
Most websites computer programs and software are built for (people who are
interested in a project or business). They don't take the pain to research about
client types you are going to deal with. Not being a user centric developer their
designs, yet being very tempting just fail. We take opinions and apply research to
give our customers what they actually want and what your clients will eventually
demand from you. And whole of this comes out after weird search and research
that our expert team members make for each and every client and their product
because we believe in delivering the right aspects for the people who believe in us.
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03. Results
We know that it's not only a tempting design that makes a website useful but it
should give results too. So we turn (not doing a good job) websites around. We
are proud to tell that we have all the needed/demanded business intelligence and
common sense, (ability to create interesting new things) and experience to solve
any problem and give the bet result. We keep the results under strong check and
we make sure that it meets the desired result and proves itself to be well versed
and unbeatable. Once you come to us, there is no turning back or looking at any
otherside to ﬁnd solutions for your problems.

03. Marketing
Marketing is all about connecting with people and helping them out. Best
marketing skills gives power to your customer. We create a cocktail of very
pleasant experiences that will have your customers coming back for more.
And same (success plan(s)/way(s) of reaching goals) works for us, we involve
ourselves with the clients to a level where this planned combination works
towards the (improvement/ positive change) and feeling of being completely
sure only. Our skills and all our (measures of output versus waste/getting more
with less waste) are ready at our door step to serve you and your needs.
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CEO S tatem ent

Our company will help you stay one step ahead of your competitors by designing perfect features
for your websites and computer programs which will surely help you change your business (success plan(s)/way(s) of reaching goals) in an ever changing digital world. Any progressive business
demands the right means to guide invention of new things and (accomplish or gain with effort)
(related to a plan to reach a goal) (quality of being better than everything else); we work every day
to excel in developing newer and better (success plans/ways of reaching goals) for developing
websites and user friendly mobile computer programs. We provide quality software products and
services around the world needed/demanded by our customers by causing to continue our staff as
a valuable thing and being (able to reply or react/quick to respond) to market expectations.
We completely understand the involution of websites and mobile application development. That's
the reason we propose you with a lot of options that enable you to change your business through
digital experiences. Our experts design every product one of a kind so it may look natural and
automatic. We design and develop digital products and guide you on the digital change trip. What
sets us apart from other web development companies is our 100 % project success rate.
We overcome each challenge with strong business intelligence and common sense and give
solutions that ﬁll performance gaps. We have a proven record of completing whole project within
deadlines and successfully executing harder and projects maintaining highest quality while
remaining within given budget. Over years of experience of working with different projects we
have built a large knowledge base. And we make sure that it gets high-quality and more up to
date with every passing day.
That will help ﬁnd best solutions for our customers and in turn your customers. With the presence
of team expertswe secure/make sure of that our each clientages dedicated attention from our best
minds. In the end, I, Usama Aziz, Person (who started a company) and CEO of DOT, for my whole
team invite you over to visit us, enjoy the taste of the technology we are offering and swoon into a
world of total/totally/with nothing else mixed in professional leads, big party excited interest (in
something) and (the study of beauty). We believe in quality and never deny the importance of
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Usama Aziz

Founder and CEO
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Meet the team

From the Person (who started a company) to the Designers, (showing the ability to create interesting new
things) Directors, to the Managers, and Developers to the Engineers, Our team contains/makes up full time
working designers and programmers who work emotionally (in a good way) to design what our clients
require. Some web builders employ (people who work at little jobs in a self-employed way) as per their
project. We don't do that. Our core team has the specialists that work effectively over each project,
(thinking about/when one thinks about) it the only one.
we do employ technical people under (related to someone within a similar age group or academic ﬁeld) work
load, or our designers employ people for some speciﬁc designing skills but all in all our team that decide/ﬁgure out the success of your website are committed to us, this way committed to you. We all work as a team
so all our workers are hardworking, skilled and friendly. You'll like working with them. They are the most
prepared and technical team you can wish and desire for to hand over your work. Test and try them and you
will know that DOT has the best team, almost, (by speaking/related to speaking) and physically.
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Usama Aziz

Muhammad Waqas

Ahsan Ghaffar

Abdul Rehman

FOUNDER / CEO

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

PROJECT MANAGER

PROJECT MANAGER

Imran Haider

Nadeem Shoukat

Muhammad Irshad

Bilal Abbas

HR MANAGER

ACCOUNTS MANAGER

UI/UX DESIGNER

UI/UX DESIGNER

Zain Ahmed

Adeel Gill

Asad Shahbaz

Umer Bilal

FULL STACK DEVELOPER

MEAN STACK/.NET DEVELOPER

FULL STACK DEVELOPER

MEAN STACK DEVELOPER

Muhammad Talha

Abdul Hannan

Aijaz Khan

Danish Usman

FULL STACK DEVELOPER

MEAN STACK DEVELOPER

ROR DEVELOPER

SENIOR UI ENGINEER
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O ur S ervices

We cannot stand the idea of boredom, that is why we keep on
breaking that factor in our workplace, we believe in experimenting and turning out even more stronger than ever. This is
the only reason we provide you a set of services that covers
all your sides and comforts you in everyway possible. This
quality stands us out in the crowd of Software houses and
this is something we will never let down.
Our services include:

Website Development:
We help you by building the perfect to the core website for you. Website is then
checked bydifferent experts that challenge the perfection and reliability of that
website. We make sure thatwe give the best result exactly what you asked for.
We employ different yet reliable (solid basic structures on which bigger things
can be built) for website development. And from the beginningto the end we
think about/believe ourselves to be responsible for it.
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Mobile Application Development:
Mobiles have become an important part of our daily life, with millions of people
using it worldwide. Its user percentage is increasing day by day. And it is expected
to go past computer user percentile in terms of online computer program users. The
need of this hour is to develop new computer programs and mobile (connecting
point/way of interacting with something) of existing solutions.
We work for both android and Ios, understanding the core systems. From game
to business computer program we can provide you with acceptable and helpful
computer programs, that not only deﬁne you and your product in the right/the
proper manner but also speaks of our glory too, We do serious business and
nothing can be more challenging and serious than creating an app, but here at
DOT, its merely a piece of Cake!

Outsourcing:
Feel like doing it yourself and your way, Do It! Lend away all the sources and test
them your way, lead them yourself. Whatever your organization and industry, we
can prepare you with theneeded/demanded specialist skills that secures/makes
sure of all operations run smoothly. We offer (nothing else like it in the world)
experts having experience and useful things/valuable supplies anywhere you
want, that means we help you (accomplish or gain with effort) your goals by
providing you the needed/demanded useful things/valuable supplies and (ability
to do things very well). We are bendable to your speciﬁc needs.
We are sharp/eager/ well-developed in delivering process - oriented services,
software and (related to workers in general) outﬁts work constantly to develop
and improve processes that carry out your given work (in a way that produces
a lot with very little waste). As we provide our services round the clock so, you
have ﬂexibility to choose working hours, and we are here for you, to guide you,
to help you, to cover you and to serve you.
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How w e work

We work in a most well-thought-out and professional manner that speaks of growth and ways of
doing things. The workplace is like an experiment
room where we, as a team takes part, add/give
and work together towards excellence. Not making
it hard for the people visiting us, we stay easy and
(easy to get to, use, or understand) professionally
and on personal basis too. (the health of the
Earth/the surrounding conditions) is created and
maintained in a manner where you can feel the air
to be so in order and anytime ready to serve you
and help you in every manner.

01. Commitment to Deadlines:
We complete and deliver our projects within given timeline and in assigned budget. All work is done effectively and in time to save the time of clients. We value time and think about/believe it to be the ﬁnal/very
best important thing and this is how we honor this, being faithful and time bound with this.

02. Friendly Alliance:
Most importantly we focus on friendly friendly partnership between our team and customers. Our success
way(s) of doing things is based on happiness (from meeting a need or reaching a goal) of our clients and
them being able to start their business. We believe in making the customer to be comfortable and sorted so
that the conversation may take lead to newer (way of seeing things / sensible view of what is and is not
important) and horizons.
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03. 24/7 Availability:
When working on a project we are available all the time for any kind of questions from clients. We secure/make sure of that customers remain made happy (by meeting a need or reaching a goal) at every point
related to their product development. Therefore we remain in touch with our clients. Also we insure high
quality behavior rules, and all amazing technical software help to build your product in an effective way.
This is our way of honoring the client and their presence in our professional life and being available every
time for them we value their trust they put in us.

04. Complete Transparency:
Being Loyal, Being Faithful, and Being Final/very best is what our goal is to serve with and make our presence and work count. We believe in kindness and that is what we serve with.

05. After Launch Support:
Our (ability to do things very well) secures/makes sure of that we face/deal with any issue that comes up in
our product after it goes live. Being responsible for our work and our services is the most important thing
that we should do and we do (related to what's right and wrong). We takecare from start to the end and
that is how we honor our customers.
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C o mpany History

Our software design company was established 12 years
ago in Pakistan. Till then we are providing our customers
with strong and healthy software systems for many leading
businesses, as well as offering a complete suite of B2B to
Calling/labeling, Digital Marketing, and More. Our happiness
(from meeting a need or reaching a goal) rate has always
remained 100% from all our customers.
DOT has remained No 1 in adopting and (helping increase/showing in a good way) newer technology in our daily
(something commonly done) work and we make this (easy
to get to, use, or understand) for our clients too, in the most
widespread and growing and easier manner. Taking lead
has always been a good thing/a good quality of our Software
House and this is another factor that makes our history to be
Bright and More Strong in every manner.
Pick a problem and DOT will pick a hundred and even more
ways for you to solve this. We keep a deﬁnitely true record
of In-Time Delivery, Securing/making sure of Error-Free
Apps and Websites, and Top-Notch Customer Service, and
we have nothing but these factors to speak for our success
and believability.
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Fut ure Pl an

We're committed
to innovate toward
the future
Every company dreams of big, to think big, and to work big. We plan on making us big in
terms of reputation in the ﬁrst place and then land the other worlds/areas/balls. We already
are working in the domain of Dubai, and Jordan, and now intend to spread our wings in the
areas of UK and USA. But before this we want to (take control of) the market domestically,
in our own unit and we plan on being 'Product-Oriented' from 'Services Oriented' only.
Same way we want to grow ourselves in terms of Customer Happiness (from meeting a
need or reaching a goal), and being more dedicated towards the services.
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Get In Touch
With Us
+92-42-3583-1068

www.dynamiconlinetechnologies.com/
68-B Garden Block, New Garden
Town Lahore.
info@dynamiconlinetechnologies.com

